
 

Researchers identify structural changes that
occur in enveloped viruses before invading
host
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The critical, structural changes that enveloped viruses, such as HIV,
Ebola and influenza, undergo before invading host cells have been
revealed by scientists using nano-infrared spectroscopic imaging,
according to a study led by Georgia State University and the University
of Georgia. 
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The researchers found that an antiviral compound was effective in
stopping the influenza virus from entering host cells during lower pH
exposure, the optimal condition for the virus to cause infection. The
findings, which provide important details on how enveloped viruses
attack a host and a possible way to prevent these viral attacks, are
published in the journal PLoS One.

Enveloped viruses are among the most deadly known viruses. These
viruses have an outer membrane covering their genetic material, and to
invade host cells enveloped viruses must first attach to a cell and then
open their membrane to release genetic material. Originally, scientists
believed this mechanism was controlled by the host cell.

In this study, which focused on influenza virus, the researchers examined
the structural changes that occur for the virus to open and release its
genetic material. They conducted the experiment in the absence of cells
and instead simulated the cell environment.

When influenza virus infects a person's body, it goes from a neutral
environment outside the cell to a more acidic environment (a lower pH)
inside the cell. To simulate the cell environment for this study, the
researchers made the environment more acidic. The researchers exposed
influenza virus particles to the lower pH and monitored structural
changes in the virus.

"What we saw is that even without the cell, if we change the
environment, the virus particle will break and release the genetic
material," said Dr. Ming Luo, a senior author of the study and professor
in the Department of Chemistry at Georgia State. "So it has a proactive
mechanism built into the virus particle. Once the virus particle finds that
the environment has changed, it will itself release the material. It doesn't
need the help of the cell membrane. It has to find a sweet spot to release
the genetic material, and that sweet spot happens to have a low pH."
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The researchers used nano-infrared spectroscopy, a microscopic imaging
system, to observe how influenza virus particles change when their
environment changes. During his work at Georgia State, Dr. Yohannes
Abate, now at the University of Georgia, adapted the imaging technology
to have a new, unique function that allowed them to study virus particles
in more detail.

"We can actually look at one particular virus particle," Luo said. "Before
when people took images, you could not select which one you looked at.
You had to look at many of them and everything happened at different
stages. Now, we can continuously monitor one virus particle from the
beginning to the end to see what changes are going on. We could see step-
by-step how the virus particles release genetic materials in the absence of
the cell."

The researchers also studied chemical compounds and found one that
binds to influenza virus and blocks changes in the viral structure.

"The compound stabilized the virus particle," Luo said. "The virus won't
release the genetic material. If it won't release, then it cannot infect the
cell. It's a mechanism to stop virus infection. If we could make it work in
humans, it could be a good drug to stop the infection of enveloped
viruses." 

  More information: Sampath Gamage et al. Probing structural changes
in single enveloped virus particles using nano-infrared spectroscopic
imaging, PLOS ONE (2018). DOI: 10.1371/journal.pone.0199112
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